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1 INDICATION STATEMENT AND PRECAUTIONS

VIVID VISION, INC  • WWW.SEEVIVIDLY.COM

PRECAUTIONS
● Vivid Vision may only be used under the supervision of a trained eye care professional. 
● If the patient feels nausea, dizziness, or headaches take off the headset immediately and discontinue treatment. Failing to do so may result in 

injury or/and exacerbation of your current disorder. 
● Vision training may cause temporary symptoms of eye strain, which may include blurred vision, a tired sensation, dry, irritated, or watery eyes, 

and fatigue.
● Patients who have suffered a head injury; have a known vertigo, vestibular, or balance disorder; a headache disorder; or who are at risk for 

photosensitive seizures may have exacerbated symptoms when using virtual reality environments such as Vivid Vision. 
● Vivid Vision and Vivid Vision Home  are supplemental methods for treating binocular disorders. It does not replace other therapies, such as 

in-office exercises, at-home exercises, wearing an eye patch, or eye muscle surgery.
● Clear the play area prior to use. If using a corded headset, make sure that the cable connecting the VR hardware to a personal computer is 

safely positioned to avoid any tangling or tripping over it. 
● Vivid Vision software requires the use of commercial off-the-shelf virtual reality hardware recommended by Vivid Vision. Carefully read all 

instructions, limitations, and precautions in the Health, Safety, and Warranty Guide provided with the selected commercially available headset.

Indicated Use
Vivid Vision is a computer-based application with data tracking and analysis tools. The device is intended to identify strabismus (eye muscle 
imbalance), to assess binocular vision (use of both eyes to see), to treat suppression and amblyopia (dimness of vision without any apparent disease 
of the eye), and to treat problems of vergence (inability to direct the two eyes at the same location).

Intended User Populations 
Software operators: Licensed Health Care Providers that utilize visual rehabilitation activities as part of the conventional treatment (i.e. optometrist, 
ophthalmologists). The software operator shall have basic computer operation skills and should visually supervise the patient when using Vivid Vision 
software. 

End users Patients: Individuals that will benefit from using Vivid Vision as support the individual’s prescribed treatment rehabilitation program for 
binocular vision disorders as determined by their eye care professional. 

Intended Use Environment 
Eye care offices, rehabilitation clinics, any other facility that utilizes visual rehabilitation/treatment, with direct supervision of a healthcare provider.
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2 USING THIS MANUAL

How to Use This Games and Activities Guide
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Review the purpose, overview, and what the patient sees for each game and activity.

Identify the Binocular Settings that can be used in each game.

Familiarize yourself with each game’s individual settings and controllers.

Try each controller and each feature for the game or activity with a colleague so you can see for yourself what the patient 
experiences.

A step-by-step video version of this guide can be viewed at any time by visiting 
https://www.seevividly.com/training.
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2 USING THIS MANUAL

How Vivid Vision Works:
Putting the Puzzle Together

Vergence
The ability of the eyes to diverge and converge is 
important for things like switching gaze from a 
whiteboard to a textbook.  Vivid Vision works on the 
flexibility of the vergence system.

Stereopsis /“3D”
3D vision allows you to perceive the distance between 
objects.  It is important in tasks such as catching a ball 
or parking a car.  Vivid Vision works by controlling the 3D 
environment.
Acuity
The vision in the amblyopic eye is worse compared to the 
fellow eye. Vivid Vision works by starting with activities 
with larger objects and slowly decreasing size over time.

Perceptual Learning
Practicing visual and other sensory tasks result in an 
improvement in performance. Vivid Vision combines this 
with games  to increase visual skills.

Anti-Suppression
Amblyopic patients suppress vision in the weak eye to 
avoid visual confusion. Vivid Vision uses image blur and 
brightness to help balance vision between the eyes.
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VR CONTROLLERS

LEAP MOTION CAMERA

GAMEPAD
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Vivid Vision supports the use of three different control methods for games, activities, and tests. 

Description: VR controllers (for right and left hand);  positional tracking 
cameras track movements

Pros: superior tracking, no cords, moderate immersion

Cons: battery powered; overlay of a hand or paddle during gameplay rather 
than patient’s hands

Description: camera for gesture tracking; hand and arm motion are tracked

Pros: immersive; patient’s hands may be displayed 

Cons: camera mounted on the headset so patient must keep hands up 
during the activity; less responsive due to the camera’s tracking range

Description: standard gaming controller

Pros: helpful if limited space; very responsive; controller sensitivity 
modifiable

Cons: least immersive 

3 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE - CONTROLLERS
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Oculus Touch VR Controllers Vive VR Controllers
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VR controllers are paired, one for right and one for left hand, and are designed for direct communication with the system’s 
positional trackers. Each controller has a dedicated index and side grip trigger as well as a joystick or touchpad. Each controller 
type has an option to access the Vivid Vision menu (to make small adjustments to the virtual hands, etc.) and an option to access 
the Oculus or SteamVR platform’s Home menu. Simple controller movement is used in many games to interact with the program.

3 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE - CONTROLLERS

Oculus Home 
buttonTrigger

Side grip 
trigger

Joystick

Vivid menu 
button

SteamVR Home 
button

TouchpadTrigger

Side grip trigger

Vivid menu 
button
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Tip: If the patient accesses the platform (Oculus or SteamVR menu), a notification will appear on the patient-view window for 
the clinician. This notification will also appear if the headset is off (example below).

CONTROLLERS3 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE - CONTROLLERS
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Leap Motion may be included with your hardware. If you do not have a Leap Motion unit, please skip to page 14.

If your hardware bundle contains a Leap Motion camera, please read the Leap Motion user guide included with your 
hardware kit or visit www.leapmotion.com for more details. 

Follow the installation guide for Leap Motion included in the Setup Manual. The Leap Motion hardware should be mounted 
as noted by the image below. The green LED should be pointed downward when Leap is properly mounted.

3 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE - LEAP MOTION
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If your hardware bundle contains a Leap Motion camera, a status icon will be present on the bottom-right of the system tray. The 
Leap Motion software icon resembles a small rectangle.

The status of Leap Motion will be denoted by the color of the Leap Motion icon. When disconnected, the icon will appear black. 
When connected and properly functioning, the icon will appear green. If a smudge or other contaminant is degrading the image 
quality, the icon will appear amber. If the frame capture of Leap is degraded to below an acceptable level, the icon will appear 
yellow. If Leap service is suspended due to unacceptable frame capture or poor power supply, the icon will appear red.

Not connected

Connected

Smudge or contamination

Low frame rate

Suspended service

3 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE - LEAP MOTION
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If your hardware bundle contains a Leap Motion camera, advanced diagnostic features for the Leap Motion software can be 
accessed by right-clicking on the Leap Motion icon in the system tray and selecting Settings. This will open the Leap Motion 
Control Panel which allows the user to manipulate multiple tracking features, troubleshoot the device, update software, and 
re-calibrate the camera. 

3 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE - LEAP MOTION
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    Adjust the interpupillary distance (Rift, 
Vive). 

      Loosen the velcro straps or 
headband.

     The headset should be worn over a 
pair of glasses or contact lenses. A 
patient should wear his or her full 
distance correction.

     Adjust and tighten the velcro straps 
or headband.

      Clear the play area of all cords or 
hazards. Position the patient in the 
center of the play area. Click Recenter 
Camera.

     Ask the patient if the view is clear. If 
not, adjust the headset to center the 
patient’s view, or clean the lenses.

VIVID VISION, INC  • WWW.SEEVIVIDLY.COM                                                                                                       

1 2 3

4 5 6

Recenter Camera

3 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE - HEADSETS
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When Vivid Vision is launched the user may be prompted to enter the clinic’s username and password. If the username or 
password is incorrect, a popup will appear notifying the user of an invalid username or password. Vivid Vision will require a login if 
not launched within 7 days. Forgot or lost your password? Visit https://www.seevividly.com/reset_password.

Log In

You provided an invalid username or password

Invalid username or password!

OK

4 CLINICAL INTERFACE
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After launch, the Vivid Vision Updater will check for a software update. If an update is available, an option to download the new 
update or to decline the update will be displayed. Download times vary and are dependent on internet speed.

4 CLINICAL INTERFACE
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When Vivid Vision is launched, the software opens at the Welcome page of the clinical interface. Here we can search for, archive, or 
add a patient. The tabs to the right provide information on News, request Help, review Billing, download Manuals, Request a 
Feature, request Training, software information (About), and Report an Adverse Event.

4 CLINICAL INTERFACE
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The News tab provides the most up-to-date information about Vivid Vision.

The Help tab will open the Vivid Vision Knowledge Base. The Knowledge Base is a catalogue of information on Games, Hardware, 
the Vivid Vision Launcher, Tips, and FAQs. A support ticket can be sent to Vivid Vision from this tab.

The Billing tab will provide an overview of how Vivid Vision and Vivid Vision Home are charged to a clinic. 

The Manuals tab displays the most up-to-date manuals for Vivid Vision.

The Request a Feature tab is an easy way to provide feedback or request a new feature for Vivid Vision.

The Training tab lets you request a call or training session with a Vivid Vision representative.

The Report an Adverse Event tab allows you to immediately report an adverse patient event to Vivid Vision.

The About tab contains information about your version of Vivid Vision.

The Globe icon allows you to select a language.

4 CLINICAL INTERFACE
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Log into the software using the 3-line icon under the News tab. Here you can manage your clinical account using the Vivid Vision 
software. You can also view these features through seevividly.com. 

Occasionally, you will receive notifications from Vivid Vision. Click on the envelope icon when you see a notification to read it.

4 CLINICAL INTERFACE
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To add a patient, first click on the Add Patient tab.  Click on the 
username box to input the patient’s information.  To open the 
on-screen keyboard, tap on the             icon on the bottom-right 
taskbar, then enter a user name.

To add the date of birth, tap the calendar icon.  Instead of scrolling 
month by month, you can tap on the date on top of the calendar to 
change years.  You can now select the patient’s proper date of birth. 

Select the patient’s dominant eye and answer if the patient has 
amblyopia and/or strabismus. These are sorting questions that do 
not affect gameplay. 

A GDPR data collection notification consent checkbox requires 
approval. Vivid Vision saves the Username, date of birth, and 
answers to the sorting questions to maintain a unique user profile.

Click the Add User button when all fields are completed. There will be 
a confirmation that the username has been successfully created. 

4 CLINICAL INTERFACE - PATIENT MANAGEMENT
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Active patients appear under the Patients tab. To search within the list, type a patient’s name or user ID into the textbox.

Archiving a patient removes the username from the active patient. To archive a user, click the username to highlight it and then 
click the Archive Patient button.

Archived patients appear under the Archived tab. Data from previous sessions will be saved for archived patients. New activities 
cannot be recorded until the username is reactivated. 

Activate an archived patient by selecting the desired username in the Archived patient tab. Highlight the username and click the 
Activate Patient button to restore the patient to the active patient list. 

VIVID VISION, INC  • WWW.SEEVIVIDLY.COM                                                                                                     

4 CLINICAL INTERFACE - PATIENT MANAGEMENT
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Start a therapy session by clicking the patient’s username followed by the Play button. A health and safety warning will appear. To 
accept, click the Continue button.

Health & Safety

Before entering VR, clean the headset and make sure the 
play area is free of obstacles. Instruct the patient to inform 

you if they experience any nausea or discomfort.

Continue

4 CLINICAL INTERFACE - HEALTH AND SAFETY
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VIVID VISION - DEMO ACCOUNT

Take note of the following items on the 
Clinical Interface

Clinic User Information
The clinic’s username is shown here

Patient Information
The patient currently active in Vivid Vision is shown here

Dominant Eye
Change the Dominant Eye using the Left or Right buttons

Virtual Binocular Features 
These adjustments affect image placement in the headset

Anti-suppression Features
Always appear in light green for either global adjustments or 
game-specific adjustments

Recenter Camera
Recenter the patient’s view with the Recenter Camera button

Tabs
Select Games, Activities, Tests or more here

Clinical Interface Management
The Patients button, Apply button, and Home buttons as well 
as the arrows to move the interface are near the bottom

4 CLINICAL INTERFACE
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Virtual binocular features in Vivid Vision are helpful for patients with strabismus or high phoria

Cyclotorsion Slider Angles Test and Zero Buttons Enable Split Deviation

What it does:
Rotates images by up to 20 degrees In (incyclo, in 
towards the nose) or Out (excyclo, out towards the ear).

What it does:
Estimates a patient’s phoric or tropic posture. If an 
Angles test has been performed, the results of the most 
recent angles test will be automatically populated into 
the deviation settings when the Load Angles Test 
Results button is clicked. The Reset to Zero button sets 
all binocular features back to zero.

What it does:
Splits virtual prism evenly between right and left eye 
screens. If unchecked, deviation is applied only to the 
non-dominant eye.

When to use it:
When prism is desired in both eyes. Expands the 
amount of virtual prism to 50 prism diopters.VIVID VISION, INC  • WWW.SEEVIVIDLY.COM                                                                                                        

Dominant Eye Buttons Horizontal Deviation Slider Vertical Deviation Slider

What it does: 
Changes the patient’s dominant eye to Left or Right. 
This affects virtual prism availability as well as what 
images are seen by each eye. 

What it does: 
Adds virtual horizontal prism. Add Base Out  (Eso) by 
sliding right and Base In  (Exo) by sliding left.

What it does:
Adds virtual horizontal prism. Add Base Down (Hyper) 
by sliding right and Base Up (Hypo) by sliding left.

When to use these features:
Patient is strabismic or has a high phoria. 

Tips:
Apply changes by clicking the Apply button. Virtual prism defaults to the non-dominant eye. This feature works best with deviations under 30 prism diopters. Use your clinical 
measurements or use the Angles Test feature to estimate a patient’s phoric or tropic posture.  The deviation estimated by the Angles Test can be transferred to the interface 
during game play. 

Enable Split DeviationCyclotorsion 

Vertical DeviationHorizontal Deviation

4 CLINICAL INTERFACE - VIRTUAL PRISM
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Contrast Slider Occlusion Slider Blur Slider

What it does:
Increasing the value increases the contrast of local 
targets for the amblyopic eye while decreasing the 
contrast in the dominant eye.  A value of 0 is equal 
contrast between dominant and non-dominant eyes.

What it does:
Puts an artificial patch (similar to a neutral density filter) 
over the dominant eye.  Higher values decrease the 
transparency of images in the dominant eye.

What it does:
Increasing the value blurs the dominant eye similar to a 
translucent patch or plus lens.

When to use these features:
Patient is suppressing the amblyopic eye. 

Tips:
These features are useful to improve the amblyopic eye’s monocular functions (acuity, tracking, etc.). Game-specific anti-suppression features are also in green.

Anti-Suppression features in Vivid Vision are always colored GREEN

VIVID VISION, INC  • WWW.SEEVIVIDLY.COM                                                                                                     

Contrast  Occlusion Blur

4 CLINICAL INTERFACE - ANTI-SUPPRESSION
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Cameras affect the patient’s view (Recenter) or turn on Leap Motion
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Recenter Camera Use Hand Camera

What it does:
Resets the position of the virtual environment.

When to use it:
Use after a patient puts on the headset and anytime a patient changes to a different 
posture (seated to standing, facing different direction, etc.).

What it does:
Turns on Leap motion for use in an activity. This feature is only displayed for clinics 
that have the Leap Motion software installed.

When to use it: 
Any activity that allows Leap motion to be used. Feature is unavailable if Leap Motion 
is not available during select  game, activities, or tests.

Use Hand CameraRecenter Camera

4 CLINICAL INTERFACE - CAMERAS
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Experimental features can be hidden or shown on the interface
Experimental Features

Luminance Occluder Gray Value

What it does:
Reduces  the luminance of both the right and left screen equally.

When to use it:
If a patient is light-sensitive. 

What it does:
Allows the clinician to manipulate global occlusion brightness. Occlusion of 100% 
and Occluder Brightness of 0 = Black, while Occlusion of 100% and Occluder 
Brightness of 100 = White.

When to use it:
Additional manipulation of anti-suppression feature; use similar to Occlusion.

Tips:
To apply any changes to settings, press the Apply button. Experimental features are enabled through the Settings Tab.

VIVID VISION, INC  • WWW.SEEVIVIDLY.COM                                                                                                     

Luminance Occluder Gray Value

4 CLINICAL INTERFACE - EXPERIMENTAL
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What it does: 
Changes sound effects volume.

What it does:
Changes music volume. 

What it does:
Changes the sensitivity settings of the gamepad 
joystick. Default is 35.

When to use these features:
Music/sound effects are too loud/soft. Manipulate Gamepad Sensitivity if activities that use the gamepad joystick is not response enough or is too responsive.

Patients, Apply, and Home buttons are at the bottom of the clinical interface

What it does: 
Returns to the patient list.

What it does:
Applies all changes made on the interface.

What it does:
Stops the game or activity and returns to the Vivid 
Vision logo home screen.

VIVID VISION, INC  • WWW.SEEVIVIDLY.COM                                                                                                       

SoundFX Volume Music Volume Gamepad Sensitivity

4 CLINICAL INTERFACE - SETTINGS & BUTTONS
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Vivid Vision utilizes a dichoptic (also known as monocular fixation in a binocular field) approach to anti-suppression activities. This approach stresses the 
use of each eye independently (the work seems to be monocular) while both eyes are open and seeing a common background (activity is done in a 
binocular field). 

Therapy games are located in the Games tab.  Games focus on anti-suppression/fusion (Hoopie, Ring Runner, Breaker, Pepper Picker), stereopsis 
(Bubbles, Bullseye), eye-hand coordination/oculomotor function/reaction time (Turbo), visual processing (Flash Match), and vergence/fusion (Barnyard 
Bounce).

Vivid Vision also contains two vergence/fusion range activities in the Activities tab. 

When a game or activity is completed, the clinical interface will display a set of post-game results. This data is logged and stored in the Data tab. Click the 
Dismiss button to continue. 

TIPS: 
● If a patient begins to suppress, first increasing the size of objects presented to the amblyopic eye. As with the interface anti-suppression features, 

the in-game anti-suppression features a highlighted in green. Second, slowly increasing the Contrast Ratio and/or the Occlusion bar to present the 
amblyopic eye with a bright, vibrant image. If the patient continues to suppress, slowly introduce Blur to the dominant eye until the patient reports 
simultaneous perception. 

● For patients with strabismus or high phoria, begin game play with the level of deviation that allows comfortable performance of the task. As a 
patient improves, slowly decrease the amount of deviation while ensuring the patient maintains fusion. 

● The recommended progression of activities is use of any of the anti-suppression activities for 15 - 20 minutes at the start of each session followed 
by dedicated stereo training with the Bubbles game. 

● Include vergence activities into a therapy session. Vergence activities can benefit patients with amblyopia, strabismus, and oculomotor disorders.

5 PLAYING THE GAMES AND ACTIVITIES
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To see what each eye is seeing, click the down arrow on the bottom of the clinical interface to hide it. Now a split screen is visible. 
The right side of the screen displays what is shown to the patient’s right eye, and the left side of the screen displays what is 
shown to the patient’s left eye. The example below shows Hoopie in dichoptic mode. Also, take note of the prism that is present in 
the scene. 

To show the clinical interface again, click the right or left arrow on the bottom of the screen. The patient does not see the 
interface within the headset.

5 PLAYING THE GAMES AND ACTIVITIES
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Purpose
Catch basketballs in the hoop. Hoopie can be used as a tool for amblyopia/strabismus or to strengthen a patient’s tracking abilities.

Overview
● Antisuppression/fusion game of easy difficulty
● Use head or hands to catch basketballs with simple left/right and up/down movement
● Lower levels require minimal head and body movement; higher levels require more movement 
● With tach mode active, the patient is to catch ball marked with an O and avoid balls marked with an X 

What Does the Patient See?
In Dichoptic Mode the dominant eye sees the basketball and X/O and non-dominant eye sees the basketball and hoop. The tachistoscope (tach mode) setting places a 
marker on basketballs as they float towards the patient. 

General Game Settings:
Control Mode - places basketball hoop on Head (move head to catch balls) or Right VR controller or Left VR controller (move controller to catch balls)
Difficulty - change between Easy, Medium, Hard, Master, or Custom difficulty settings

Custom Settings:
Starting Level - changes how many balls will be launched, ball speed, and target radius; higher is more difficult
Ball Speed - determines how quickly the balls will float towards the patient
Hoop Size - a lower value will decrease the size of the hoop while a larger value will increase the size of the hoop.  

Binocular Settings:
Dichoptic Mode - displays ball (and marker if tach mode is active) to the non-dominant eye and ball and hoop to the dominant eye when checked; always activates Tach 
Mode
Tachistoscopic (Tach) Mode - places a marker (X or O) on the balls - catch the Os and dodge the Xs; decrease the size of markers to work on suppression and acuity and 
decrease marker duration to work on non-dominant eye reaction time 
Global Anti-Suppression Options - contrast ratio, occlusion, blur, and virtual prism functions may be used in Hoopie

Tips
● Check the Dichoptic Mode box to make Hoopie an anti-suppression game
● Target radius, shot interval, ball speed increase automatically with higher levels
● Tachistoscopic mode can help improve visual processing speed and visual memory; it is also helpful for alternating strabismics

VIVID VISION, INC  • WWW.SEEVIVIDLY.COM

5 GAMES - HOOPIE
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The player’s head or hands move the hoop 
left or right and up or down.  

As the ball approaches the basketball 
hoop, catch the ball by aligning head or 
hand position with the ball’s path.

If the ball has an O marker, catch the ball by 
aligning head or hand position with the ball’s 
path.

If the ball has an X marker, avoid catching 
it by moving head or hand left or right so 
the hoop is not aligned with the ball’s 
path.

5 GAMES - HOOPIE
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Purpose
Ring Runner can be used as a tool for amblyopia/strabismus or to strengthen a patient’s tracking abilities.

Overview
● Antisuppression/fusion game of moderate difficulty
● Pilot the spaceship through rings with a green or blue marker; avoid both asteroids and rings with red markers 
● Rotating triangles move with head movement and can be aimed at asteroids

What Does the Patient See?
In Dichoptic Mode the dominant eye sees the spaceship and non-dominant eye sees the markers in the rings. Both eyes see the rings (as a flat fusion target), green crystals, 
and the asteroids (stereoscopic targets).

Game Settings:
Controller - set the spaceship to move with the Right VR controller, Left VR controller, or Gamepad (make sure Use Hand Camera box is 
    unchecked)
Difficulty - change between Easy, Medium, Hard, Master, or Custom difficulty settings

Custom Settings:
Starting Speed - increase or decrease the speed of the ship as it flies through space
Slowdown Rate - the ship is slowing down continually; a higher slowdown rate will make the ship slow down faster
Asteroid Quantity - determines how many asteroids will appear; zero will remove asteroids from play
Powerup Quality - improves the average quality of the powerups
Powerup Rate - sets the rate that powerups that appear
Background - changes the background from space (default) to a solid background color

Binocular Settings:
Dichoptic Mode - displays blue/red/green markers in the rings to the non-dominant eye and spaceship to dominant eye when checked
Powerup Icon Size - sets the size of the markers inside of the rings; larger icon size is a helpful anti-suppression feature
Global Anti-Suppression Options - contrast ratio, occlusion, blur, and virtual prism functions are active in Ring Runner

Tips
● Check the Dichoptic Mode box to make Ring Runner an anti-suppression game
● VR controllers require wrist movement more than hand/arm movement
● The hand camera works best if hands are 12 - 15 inches (30 - 40 cm) from the camera with fingers spread
● To make Ring Runner easier, set asteroid quantity to a low setting or zero (no asteroids), increase the slowdown rate, and/or change the background color to black 

(BK)
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Speed Rings Slow Rings Upgrade Rings

Fly Through Blue Arrows
Blue arrows speed up the ship. The 
more arrows in a ring, the faster the 

ship will fly.

Avoid Red Down Arrows
Red markers slow down the ship. Try 

to avoid these.

Power Up Your Ship
Powerups will make the ship 
stronger. Improve the laser or 

targeting system, or get a shield that 
protects the ship from asteroids.

Destroy Asteroids and Crystals
The targeting system helps the user 
destroy asteroids and crystals. The 
triangles point to where the head is 
pointed. Point at an asteroid to lock 

on and destroy it with the laser!

Right Hand Controller
Move ship

Right Hand Trigger
Fire lasers

Left Hand Trigger
Shield roll

(note: opposite controls when Left Hand 
control mode is used)

Gamepad
Left joystick controls the ship.

Hand Movement
Move ship

Make a Fist
Fire lasers

Hands Camera
Single hand with fingers spread controls the 

ship.

A Button
Fire lasers

Joystick
Move ship

X Button
Shield roll

VR Controllers
Small wrist movements control ship.
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Purpose
Breaker can be used as a tool for amblyopia/strabismus, to strengthen a patient’s tracking abilities, and to improve eye-hand coordination.

Overview
● Antisuppression/fusion game of moderate difficulty
● Hit the red ball with one of paddles or hands
● Move the paddle to block the red ball and destroy bricks 
● Keep the ball in the arena - if the ball floats past the user, the game removes one life
● Collect powerups; avoid red penalty markers 

What Does the Patient See?
In Dichoptic Mode the dominant eye sees hands or paddle(s) and the non-dominant eye sees a ball. Both eyes see the bricks and background.

Game Settings:
Control Mode - sets controls to R/L VR controllers or Gamepad
Difficulty - change between Easy, Medium, Hard, Master, or Custom difficulty settings
Background - changes the background from space (default) to a solid background color
Show Background Elements - adds or removes asteroids 

Custom Settings:
Starting Level - lower levels use wooden bricks only. Higher levels use moving bricks and different brick materials. 
Ball Speed - changes how fast the ball will move in the arena

Binocular Settings:
Dichoptic Mode - displays a red ball to the non-dominant eye and paddle(s) to dominant eye when checked
Ball Size - sets the size of the ball; a larger ball size is a helpful anti-suppression feature
Ball Contrast - changes the opacity of the ball (only displayed with Custom settings)
Powerup Opacity - changes the opacity of the powerups (only displayed with Custom settings)
Global Anti-Suppression Options - contrast ratio, occlusion, blur, and virtual prism functions are active in Breaker

Tips
● Check the Dichoptic Mode box to make Breaker an anti-suppression game
● Move hands in an up/down/left/right motion rather than forward/backward to block the ball into the arena
● Encourage the patient to make body movements and to use both right and left hands when playing
● Hand controllers replace hands with paddles, making the game easier to play and also vibrate when the user hits a ball, providing tactile feedback during the game
● Stronger bricks in higher levels are harder to destroy - wood requires 1 hit, stone 2, iron 3, power (blue) 3, explosive 1, and gold 20 - use the explosive bricks to 

destroy bricks made of stronger materials
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Right Hand Controller
Move right paddle

Left Hand Controller
Move left paddle

Gamepad
Use a square paddle to hit the ball and collect 

bonuses.

Hand Movement
Move hands to hit ball

Hands Camera
Use both hands to hit the ball and collect 

bonuses.

VR Controllers
Use paddles to hit the ball and collect 

bonuses.

Extra Lives
Increases current round lives by the 

number inside the powerup. When the 
last life is gone, the program goes 

back to level 1.

Beat Your Top Score
Score multipliers increase the user’s 

score for the current round. 
Multipliers keep stacking up as long 

as the ball is in play.

Double Up
Double ball powerups make a copy of 

every ball currently in the arena. 
Maximum number of active balls is 8.

Minus Lives
Minus life penalties steal between 1 
and 5 lives when collected. The goal 
is to avoid touching these during the 

game.

Extra Lives Score Multiplier Double Ball Minus Lives

Paddle
Looks like this

Joystick
Move paddle
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Purpose 
Pepper Picker adds a figure-ground component to therapy and can be used as a tool for amblyopia/strabismus, to strengthen a patient’s tracking abilities, and to improve 
eye-hand coordination.

Overview
● Antisuppression/fusion game of moderate difficulty
● The dominant eye sees hands and the non-dominant eye sees the peppers
● Search for peppers in a greenhouse, pick the peppers called for on the order list, and drop them into the basket

What Does the Patient See?
In Dichoptic Mode, the hands are shown to the dominant eye and the produce to the non-dominant eye.  

Game Settings:
Control Mode - sets controls to R/L VR controllers or Gamepad
Difficulty - change between Easy, Medium, Hard, Master, or Custom difficulty settings
Plant Layout - sets plant position as a Centered, Right, or Left arrangements

Custom Settings:
Starting Level - changes start level. Lower level produce is easier to find in the scene.

Binocular Settings:
Dichoptic Mode - displays the produce to the non-dominant eye and hands to the dominant eye when checked
Produce Size - increases the size of the produce as a magnification factor; 1 will appear similar to the size of a pepper in real-life
Global Anti-Suppression Options - occlusion, blur, and virtual prism functions are available in Pepper Picker

Tips
● Check the Dichoptic Mode box to make Pepper Picker an anti-suppression game
● Over time, the produce will start to change color in the amblyopic eye to make it more apparent 
● Peppers become more difficult to find as the user progresses in the game
● Use the show/hide plants buttons in the patient-view window to remove the bushes and show the location of all produce in the scene - the patient won’t see these 

buttons in the headset
● Collect produce quickly when there is a Rush Order
● Be sure to only collect the produce shown on the board! Picking the wrong fruit or vegetable counts as a drop!
● Use the white flag if needed to see where the produce was hidden; dropping the flag in the basket will decrease the level by 1
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Look at the Board
Search for the pepper displayed on the 

Order List. If a pepper is too hard to find, 
tap the empty pot on the screen to hide 
the bushes or place the white flag in the 

basket.

VR Controllers
Encourage a patient to move in the 

game to search for a pepper. Use left 
or right hand VR controller to reach 

for a pepper then squeeze the trigger 
to pick it.

Gamepad
If using the gamepad, both 

hands move together. Press A 
to bring the hands together to 

pick a pepper.

Let it Fall
Let go of the pepper by releasing the 

trigger on the VR controllers or 
releasing the A button. Look to the 

order list for the next pepper.

...Or Both Together Drop it in the Basket

A Button
Close hands

Joystick
Move hands

Right Hand Controller
Move right hand

Left Hand Controller
Move left hand

Right Hand Trigger
Close right hand

Left Hand Trigger
Close left hand

Gamepad
Hands move together and follow the head.

Not available for Pepper Picker

Hands CameraVR Controllers
Left and right hands move independently.

Use Each Hand...
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Purpose
Bubbles is a perceptual learning task for direct stereo training and can be used for training eye-hand coordination.

Overview
● Near stereopsis training game of moderate difficulty
● Bubbles are located on different planes in space and appear at different depths
● Pop bubbles in order of closest (smallest) to farthest away

What Does the Patient See?
Bubbles floating in space at different depths; one bubble should appear to be smaller and closer than others. 

Game Settings:
Control Mode - sets controls to R/L VR controllers or Gamepad
Difficulty - change between Easy, Medium, Hard, Master, or Custom difficulty settings
Starting Level - sets game level; can be changed mid-game
Arm Length - changes bubble location; setting of 1 is for patients with a shorter reach, 5 is for a longer reach - changing bubble distance from the 
   patient does affect disparity
Background - changes the background from water scene (default) to a solid background color
Occlusion & Blur - checkbox enables use of the Occlusion and Blur filters

Binocular Settings:
Bubble Size - sets bubble size
Bubble Spacing - changes the spacing between bubbles between Central, Mid-peripheral, and Peripheral; also allows a Custom spacing
Bubble Array Spacing (Custom) - customize the scaling factor for spacing between bubbles
Disparity - changes disparity (depth between bubbles) ceiling
Global Anti-Suppression Options  - virtual prism functions are available 

Tips
● Encourage the patient to use both right and left hand 
● Gamepad Control Mode uses the joystick and A button to select a bubble to pop
● Higher levels produce more bubbles and with less disparity
● A green plus (+) indicates the correct bubble was popped; a red minus (−) means the bubble was incorrect
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Right Hand Controller
Move right hand

Left Hand Controller
Move left hand

Gamepad
Control the pointer with the joystick.

Hand Movement
Move hands to pop bubbles

Hands Camera
Hand movement used to pop bubbles.

VR Controllers
Left and right hands move independently.

A Button
Pop bubble

Joystick
Move pointer

Pop Bubbles with VR Fingers
Use virtual fingers to pop bubbles.

Use Hands or Fingers
Encourage a patient to use left and 

right hands with the VR controllers or 
hands camera.

Move the Pointer
If using the gamepad, rotate the 

pointer towards a bubble. Press A to 
pop it.

+ and —
A green + indicates the correct 

bubble was popped. A red — means 
the selection was incorrect.

Hands Camera Correct and IncorrectVR Controllers
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Purpose
Bullseye is a perceptual learning task for direct distance stereo training.

Overview
● Distance stereopsis training game of moderate difficulty
● Targets are located on different planes in space and appear at different depths
● Shoot the single target that appears to be the closest

What Does the Patient See?
Targets floating in space at different depths; one target should appear to be closer than others. 

Game Settings:
Difficulty - change between Easy, Medium, Hard, Master, or Custom difficulty settings
Target Distance - changes target location to 3m or 6m
Response Time - change the allowed response time (infinite, 3, 6, or 10 seconds) 
Background - changes the background from carnival scene (default) to a solid background color
Occlusion & Blur - checkbox enables use of the Occlusion and Blur filters

Custom Settings:
Starting Level - sets game level; can be changed mid-game

Binocular Settings:
Global Anti-Suppression Options  - virtual prism functions are available 

Tips
● Squeeze the trigger on the VR controller to select the Right or Left VR controller; press the A button to use the Gamepad
● The monocular depth cue of parallax can be used in Bullseye; to discourage use of this cue, instruct the patient keep the head steady and use the Response Time 

(timer) setting. An empty background is also helpful.
● Higher levels produce more targets and with less disparity
● A green plus (+) indicates the correct target was shot; a red minus (−) means the target was incorrect
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Hand Controller
Move water gun

Trigger (First Use)
Select hand

Trigger (Subsequent Uses)
Shoot water gun

Gamepad
Control the pointer with the joystick.

VR Controllers
Switch hands by pulling the trigger.

A Button
Shoot water gun

Joystick
Move pointer

Shoot Distant Targets
Use the water gun to shoot targets in 

the carnival booth.

Use a Timer
Use a timer to challenge a patient to 

make a quick decision.

Move the Pointer
If using the gamepad, rotate the 

pointer towards a target. Press A to 
shoot it.

+ and —
A green + indicates the correct target 

was shot. A red — means the 
selection was incorrect.
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Purpose
Turbo is a module for oculomotor and reaction time training. 

Overview
● Eye-hand coordination, reaction time, and oculomotor training game of moderate difficult
● Tap buttons as they light up or pop out of the scene as fast and accurately as possible

What Does the Patient See?
Multiple targets floating in space. Targets have a uniform pattern in the patient’s visual field. When the headlock feature is used, a circle appears in the game. The patient 
must keep the small pointer dot inside of the circle. If the pointer falls outside of the circle, the scene will turn red and the buttons will not respond when touched.

Game Settings:
Game Mode - sets game to Standard or Memory mode
Difficulty - change between Easy, Medium, Hard, Master, or Custom difficulty settings
Stimulus Type - sets game stimulus to light up targets or stereo targets (Standard) or Numbers (Memory)
Headlock checkbox - patient must keep their head aimed at a central target while playing the game
Trial Duration - sets length of time between trials
Target Distance - adjusts the distance  of the targets from the user
Stimulus Intensity - adjusts the brightness (Standard) or disparity (Stereo) of the targets

Custom Settings:
Layout - changes target layout between a Random layout and Concentric layout
Number of Rings - sets the number of rings in a Concentric layout
Vertical & Horizontal Bias - shifts target layout Vertically or Horizontally if using a Random Layout
Max Target Count- The maximum amount of targets that appear; depends on the Target Spread setting
Target Size - change the size of the targets
Target Spread - changes the spread of the targets (x and y axis, in degrees)
Lighting Cue Start & Stop - adjusts the in-game lighting visual cues to help with Stereo targets; 0 is no cue, 10 is maximum cue

Tips
● Encourage use of both right and left hands 
● Use the Headlock feature to make Turbo more of an oculomotor game
● Decreasing the Target Spread value limits the number of targets can be displayed
● Keep Target Size and Target Spread to a moderate level when using the Headlock feature
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Not available for TurboRight Hand Controller
Move right hand

Left Hand Controller
Move left hand

GamepadHands CameraVR Controllers
Left and right hands move independently.

Not available for Turbo

Touch Targets
Touch the lit-up target with the left or 

right finger.

Target Size and Spread
Targets can be spread throughout the 

entire visual field. A wider target 
spread works reaction time and 

visual search.

Oculomotor
The headlock feature places a circle 

in the center of the game. The 
patient must keep the grey head 
cursor in the circle to play. This 

works saccades.

Stereo Targets
Stereo mode changes targets to a 

checked pattern. Find the target that 
appears to pop out relative to the 

rest. 

Use VR Controllers Change Targets Headlock
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Purpose
Flash Match is a visual processing game.

Overview
● Visual processing game of moderate difficulty
● Use the VR controllers to shoot the matching animal, letter, or arrow shown in the game

What Does the Patient See?
Multiple floating targets and a right and left laser pointer. 

Game Settings:
Module- select various game modules, such as Visual Discrimination, Visual Memory, Sequential Memory, and Spatial Relationships
Difficulty - change between Easy, Medium, Hard, Master, or Custom difficulty settings
Response Time - change the allowed response time (in seconds) 
Show Targets- display targets to Both eyes or just the Right or Left eye
Target Type - select Animals, Letters, or Arrows as targets for the game

Custom Settings:
Starting Level - changes starting level (affects number and difficulty of targets); higher is more difficult

Binocular Settings:
Global Anti-Suppression Options - occlusion, blur, and virtual prism functions are available in Flash Match

Tips
● Squeeze the trigger on a VR controller to select them; press the A button to use the Gamepad
● Encourage use of both right and left hand 
● Urge the patient to verbalize items such as left/right/up/down or to describe the picture they are looking for during the game
● Flash Match can be played as a monocular activity - set the Occlusion slider to 100% to occlude the dominant eye and force the patient to use the amblyopic eye 

when playing
● Each Module plays with different rules

● Visual Discrimination: find the target matching the stimulus
● Visual Memory: memorize the stimulus, then find the matching target
● Sequential Memory: memorize the sequence of stimuli (left to right), then match the targets in order
● Spatial Relationships: find the target whose stimulus is different from the others
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Right Hand Controller
Move right hand

Left Hand Controller
Move left hand

Right Hand Trigger
Shoot right laser

Left Hand Trigger
Shoot left laser

Gamepad
Joystick controls pointer.

Hands CameraVR Controllers
Left and right hands move independently.

Not available for Flash Match

Shoot Targets
Squeeze the trigger to shoot the 

floating targets.

Progression
Targets become progressively more 

difficult with each level. The progress 
bar fills up with each correct answer.

B, D, P, Q
Letter reversals are part of a Flash 

Match session. Select the lowercase 
letter that corresponds to the 

uppercase letter.

Higher Levels
Flash Match can get quite difficult! 
Higher levels require some thought 
and careful observation to find the 

match.

Getting Harder!
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A Button
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Select target
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Purpose
Barnyard Bounce is a vergence training game.

Overview
● Vergence game of mild difficulty
● Use the VR controllers or gamepad to help the chicken bounce up to the next platform
● Vergence demand slowly increases with higher level progression
● Golden Egg trials slow the game down temporarily to measure vergence accuracy

What Does the Patient See?
A bouncing animal that hops up floating platforms. Occasional Golden Egg trials appear in the game where the animal floats upwards. This trial measures vergence accuracy 
as the patient tries to align the animal with the floating gold eggs.

Game Settings:
Difficulty - change between Easy, Medium, Hard, Master, or Custom difficulty settings
Starting Level - changes starting level (affects number and difficulty of targets); higher is more difficult
Resume Previous Level - start game from the last completed level
Step Time - changes the number seconds to step up vergence demand
Direction - set vergence demand to BI (base-in virtual prism) or BO (base-out virtual prism)
Step Size - changes the virtual prism step amount
Use Patient Prism - starts game with the patient’s current Virtual Prism settings
Starting Vergence - if Use Patient Prism is unchecked, sets the initial in-game vergence demand
Ending Vergence - sets the maximum limit to in-game vergence demand
Rest Duration - sets an optional rest time once the Ending Vergence has been achieved
Smooth Demand Increase - changes addition of prism to a smooth addition rather than a jump

Binocular Settings:
Global Anti-Suppression Options - occlusion, blur, and virtual prism functions are available in Barnyard Bounce

Tips
● Squeeze the trigger on the VR controller to select the Right or Left VR controller; press the A button to use the Gamepad
● Use the controller and select the big central platform to start 
● As the animal jumps up the platforms, vergence demand is changed
● Select BI or BO to change the direction of the demand
● Vergence progression is controlled by the clinician with the Step Time setting
● If the animal falls, the game starts over at the last vergence demand
● As the animal flies for a Golden Egg Trial, try to align it with the center of each egg
● After reaching Ending Vergence, vergence demand resets to the Starting Vergence for Rest Duration seconds before repeating progression
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Move Controller
Move animal

Click/Hold Trigger
Use special ability

Gamepad
Use the joystick to move the animal.

Hands CameraVR Controllers
Move the controller to move the animal.

Not available for Barnyard Bounce

Help Your Animal
Use the controller to move the animal 

onto the center platform.

Jump!
As the animal jumps up the 

platforms, vergence demand is 
changed. Select BI or BO to change 

the direction of the demand. 

Vergence Progression
Vergence progression is controlled 
by the clinician with the Step Time 

and Step Size settings.

Accuracy
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Golden Eggs
Occasionally the animal will fly to 
collect an egg. Line the animal up 

with the eggs as it flies to test 
vergence accuracy.

A Button
Use special 

ability

Joystick
Move animal
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Purpose
Fusion range training with a jump method (Jump Duction) or ramp method (Step Vergence) of prismatic demand.

Overview
● Vergence range training of easy difficulty
● Vergence demand changes with each correct or incorrect response - example: Step Size of 1 prism diopter, demand increases by 1 prism diopter with each correct 

response and decreases by 1 prism diopter with each incorrect response

What Does the Patient See?
Four bubbles floating in space; one bubble will appear to be popping out (closer) compared to the other three. When using the VR controllers, hands will not be visible during 
play. A purple pointer helps select a bubble.

Activity Settings:
Answer Time Limit - sets a time limit for a response
Distance (cm) - changes the starting target distance from the patient; cannot be changed during the activity
Direction (Jump Duction) - sets the direction of prismatic demand to alternate BI/BO or BI/BO/BU/BD and zero demand
Direction (Vergence) - sets the direction of prismatic demand to BI/BO/BU/BD
Use Patient Prism - starts game with the patient’s current Virtual Prism settings
Starting (Prism) - if Use Patient Prism is unchecked, sets initial prismatic demand 
Vergence Limit - sets the maximum allowed vergence demand for the activity
Target Size - changes the size of all targets
Depth Factor (arcseconds) - changes the disparity of the correct target relative to others
Step Size - sets the prismatic demand added or removed following a response
Target - changes the target 
Background - changes the background from space (default) to a solid background color
Occlusion & Blur - checkbox enables use of the Occlusion and Blur filters

Tips
● The vergence activities use a stereoscopic target; the correct response and current vergence demand will populate at the bottom of the clinical interface and is not 

visible to the patient in the headset
● If a patient is struggling, adjust target size and disparity to the highest setting
● If a patient reports diplopia, encourage him or her to try to make the images single and make a guess at the answer; the program will reduce vergence demand with 

each incorrect answer
● Using a time limit helps work automaticity of the vergence system
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Move Controller
Move pointer

Trigger
Select target

Click Touchpad (Vive)
Select target

Gamepad
Buttons select a bubble.

Buttons
Select target

Not available for Step Vergence or Jump 
Duction

Hands CameraVR Controllers
Move the controller, then pull trigger to select a 

bubble.

Success Rate          5/5 (100%)

Current Mode                         BI
Current Vergence        5.0 VPD
Max Vergence               5.0 (BI)
Added Prism                5.0 VPD
Current Answer         Right (B)

Make Adjustments In-Game Display

Select a Bubble
4 Bubbles will are shown to the 

patient. Only one bubble will appear 
to pop out of the scene. Select this 
single bubble that appears closer 

than the others.

Adjust Bubbles
The bubbles are a stereoscopic 
target. If a patient is struggling, 

increase bubble size and maximize 
disparity.

Try to Fuse
With higher levels of prismatic 
demand, images may appear 

doubled. Encourage the patient to 
attempt to fuse and then make a 

guess.

Coach Your Patient
The correct answer is displayed on 
the in-game popup. This only visible 

to the clinician. Use this to help 
coach your patient.

Find the Closest Bubble Double Vision
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Purpose
This test is a quick method of estimating the patient’s dominant eye.

Overview
● Place the white ring over the red circle by moving the left joystick on the gamepad or VR controller

What Does the Patient See?
● A white ring and a solid red circle

Test Settings:
None

Tips
● Squeeze a trigger on the VR controllers or press the A button on the gamepad to display controller-specific instructions
● Tests are optional and may be performed before or at any point during a treatment session
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Thumbstick / Touchpad
Move ring

Trigger
Continue to next step

Gamepad
Place the ring over the red circle.

Not available for Dominance

Hands CameraVR Controllers
Place the ring over the red circle.

Adjust Ring
Instruct the patient to move the ring 
so that the red circle is in the middle 

of the ring.

What the Clinician Sees
This is the interface view. Most 

patients will place the ring distinctly 
over the red circle in one eye. This 

patient is right-eye dominant.

Move the Ring
This test is similar to the hole-in-hand 
method of evaluating eye dominance. 
The patient is shown a ring and circle 

to both eyes.

Ring and Circle Make Adjustments Finish!

A Button
Continue to 
next step

Joystick
Move ring
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Purpose
Angles is an unfused method of approximating the patient’s distance phoric or tropic posture. 

Overview
● Place the white circle into the black ring and align the tips of the triangles as close as possible. An in-test popup will display live results to the clinician.

What Does the Patient See?
● A solid white circle and a black ring, each with a red, green, orange, and blue triangle 

Test Settings:
Flash Targets checkbox - targets will flash in an alternating fashion; set duration (s) with Flash Duration slider
Number of Trials - sets the number of trials the angles test will perform and average for the final result
Offset Radius - changes the amount of random offset the targets start at for the patient
Allow Cyclotorsion checkbox - enables target rotation to estimate a cyclodeviation
Auto-Apply Results - enters the phoric or tropic posture estimated by the test once the test is finished

Tips
● Squeeze a trigger on the VR controllers or press the A button on the gamepad to display controller-specific instructions
● If a patient is suppressing one eye, select the option for Flash Targets to overcome suppression
● After the test is completed, the average of all three trials is displayed on the clinical interface 
● Only the most recent virtual prism approximations from the Angles test will be loaded if the Use Angles Test Results button is used
● Make sure the patient’s head is straight (no abnormal tilt) to avoid inducing a cyclodeviation
● Tests are optional and may be performed before or at any point during a treatment session

Please Note!

The Deviation Test will replace the legacy Angles Test.

The Angles Test will be removed in a future version of Vivid Vision.
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Click Joystick / Touchpad Change modes 

Move Controller 
Mode 1: Move targets 

Mode 2: Rotate target left/right

Trigger
Continue to next step

Gamepad
Place the white circle in the black ring.

Not available for Angles

Hands CameraVR Controllers
Move controller to move and rotate targets. 

Requires both Mode 1 and Mode 2.

A Button
Continue to 
next step

Right Trigger
Rotate right

Joystick
Move targets

Left Trigger
Rotate left

Align
Move the targets so that the 

white circle is in the center of 
the black ring. Try to align the 
tips of the colored triangles.

Start
Targets appear offset. The 

amount the targets are offset at 
the start of each trial is 

controlled by the Offset Radius 
slider.

Submit
Press A or click the trigger 

button when the targets are as 
closely aligned as possible.

Rotate
Rotate targets right or left if 

needed. Match the tips of the 
triangles as close as possible. 
Remind the patient that they do 
not need to be perfect! The test 

will run multiple trials.

Use VR ControllersStep One Step Two Step Four
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Purpose
Deviation is a dissociated (unfused) method of approximating the patient’s distance phoric or tropic posture. The test repeats a series of 3 trials at 600, 200, and 40 cm to 
estimate the patient’s horizontal, vertical, and rotational eye position.

Overview
● Similar to a Maddox rod test, the patient is to align a vertical or horizontal line with a spot. The cyclo estimate uses a pair of horizontal lines similar to a 

double-Maddox test. An in-test popup will display results to the clinician.

What Does the Patient See?
The test dissociates the patient by applying a green filter along with a line over the non-dominant eye. For vertical and horizontal estimates: a single line in the non-dominant 
eye and a box with letters and a central fixation spot in the dominant eye. For rotational estimates: a pair of horizontal lines - one line shown to the non-dominant eye and one 
line along with the box with letters and a central fixation spot in the dominant eye.

Test Settings:
None

Tips
● Squeeze a trigger on the VR controllers or press the A button on the gamepad to display controller-specific instructions
● Instruct the patient to focus on the green dot and then adjust the line so that the line intersects the dot during the horizontal and vertical test phases
● Instruct the patient to focus on the green dot and then adjust the pair of horizontal lines so that the lines appear parallel during the horizontal and vertical test 

phases
● The test uses the median value of each trial to estimate eye posture
● The line automatically flashes between green and black to help reduce suppression during the test
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Joystick/Touchpad
Move line(s)

Trigger
Continue to next step

Gamepad
Use the joystick to move the line(s).

Not available for Deviation

Hands CameraVR Controllers
Use the joystick or touchpad to move the 

line(s).

Align
The line and dot begin offset. 
Look at the dot. Make the line 

intersect the dot by moving the 
joystick.

Start
The patient will see a line and green 

background in the non-dominant 
eye and green box with a fixation 

point in the dominant eye.

Rotate
For a torsional estimate, rotate 

the lines until they appear 
parallel.

Align
Repeat for a vertical estimate.

Use VR Controllers Step Four
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Step One

O         O

O         O

O          O

O          O

Step Two

O          O

O          O

O          O

O          O

A Button
Continue to 
next step

Joystick
Move the line(s)
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Purpose
VR equivalent to a 4-Dot flashlight test done in-office. Used to estimate fusion and suppression.

Overview
● Patient is presented two (2) magenta dots in the right eye and three (3) cyan dots to the left eye (note the small difference from the traditional red-green targets)
● Patient is then asked a  series of questions when looking at set of magenta and cyan images 
● Patient is first asked how many colored figures are visible 
● Next question will ask what the color of the bottom figure appears to be OR what the orientation of the bottom figure appears to be 
● The test repeats with a series of distances 

What Does the Patient See?
Both eyes see a solid white ring (if used). The left eye sees three cyan dots and the right eye sees two magenta dots. 

Test Settings:
Show Fusion Ring - turns a white ring around the dots on or off
Trial Order - change the trial order distance progression from Far (600cm) to Near (20cm) or Near to Far

Tips  
● Squeeze a trigger on the VR controllers or press the A button on the gamepad to display controller-specific instructions
● This test is performed with the patient holding the controller and reading/answering the questions
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Move Controller
Select response

Trigger
Continue to next trial

Gamepad
Move head to control the pointer.

Not available for Four Dot

Hands CameraVR Controllers
Move the controller to control the pointer.

Patient View
The magenta dots are viewed 
by the right eye and the cyan 

dots are viewed by the left eye.

Responses
If the patient responds four (4) 
shapes are seen, the patient is 
asked the color of the inferior 
dot. If five (5), the patient is 
asked if orientation of the 

inferior dots.

Responses
The patient is asked how many 

TOTAL dots are seen. If four (4), 
the patient is fusing. If two (2) or 

three (3) the patient may be 
suppressing. If five (5) the patient 

may be diplopic.

What Color
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Display

In which order were the bottom dots?

Not sure—Show me again

A Button
Select/continue 

to next step

Move Head
Move pointer
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Purpose
Stereoacuity is an estimate of the patient’s stereoscopic vision. 

Overview
● Patient is presented with circular targets on a moving surface
● The patient is to choose which target appears to be floating off the surface
● With each correct response, the test targets become smaller and the disparity decreases
● With each incorrect response, the test targets become larger and the disparity increases
● Twelve (12) reversals will end the test

What Does the Patient See?
A set of four (4) green targets on a mesh surface. One circle will appear to float off the mesh surface.

Test Settings:
Stereo Stimulus Duration - sets the time limit for which the stereo spots are displayed to 5 Seconds or Unlimited time

Tips
● Squeeze a trigger on the VR controllers or press the A button on the gamepad to display controller-specific instructions
● Move the controller to move the pointer; use the trigger to input a selection
● Use the 5 Second Stereo Stimulus Duration once a patient begins to improve
● Attempt to input a response as quickly as possible after viewing the stimulus
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Notes on Stereoacuity Test
The Stereoacuity test reports two different metrics: stereoacuity threshold (in arcseconds) and a Composite Stereo Depth score (CSD score)1. CSD goes up as stereoacuity 
goes down. Many patients will like to see a single number that goes up as treatment progresses, that is the point of the CSD score. You can monitor CSD only if desired.

CSD scales from 1 - 10 for patients with weak but usable stereo vision >3600 arcsec. CSD scales from 10 - 30 as stereoacuity goes from 3600 to 20 arcsec. A CSD of 0 
indicates chance (or less) percentage on the test. Use the Conversion Table on the following pages as reference for the CSD to Stereoacuity exact and nominal values. 

For patients with measurable stereo (<3600 arcsec), a staircase algorithm is used to calculate their stereoacuity. For patients with poor or no stereo, the % correct at max 
disparity (3600 arcsec) is used to calculate the CSD Score.

When a stereo threshold cannot be measured reliably (for patients with poor or no stereo), comparing CSD Scores over time can show whether a patient is improving even if 
their reported stereoacuity is consistently >3600 arcsec.  
When stereoacuity is better than 3600 arcseconds, you can track a patient's progress by looking at either the stereoacuity threshold or the CSD Score. A patient's 
stereoacuity is improving if the reported CSD score increases over time. The CSD Score increases from 10 to 30 as the stereoacuity decreases from 3600 to 20 arcsec, 
respectively. CSD scores larger than 30 are possible for well-practiced subjects with stereoacuity below 20 arcsec.

Here is an example of a patient who starts with poor/no stereo and improves over 4 sessions to having measurable stereoacuity of less than 3600 arcseconds:
● Session 1 Results: Stereoacuity >3600, CSD Score 0
● Session 2 Results: Stereoacuity >3600, CSD Score 6
● Session 3 Results: Stereoacuity >=3600, CSD Score 10
● Session 4 Results: Stereoacuity 3207, CSD Score 10

1 Law, CL, and Backus, BT (2020). Use of a new composite index to demonstrate improved stereoacuity after training on stimuli with dichoptically asymmetric contrast. Vision Research 171: 73-83. DOI Link
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CSD Score % Correct at 3600 
arcseconds

Stereoacuity (arcsec)

Exact Nominal

0 ≤ 25% >3600 --

1 30% >3600 --

2 35% >3600 --

3 40% >3600 --

4 45% >3600 --

5 50% >3600 --

6 60% >3600 --

7 65% >3600 --

8 70% >3600 --

9 75% >3600 --

10 80% 3600 3600

11 -- 2777 2800

12 -- 2142 2100

13 -- 1652 1600

14 -- 1274 1300

15 -- 983 1000

http://www.seevividly.com
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CSD Score % Correct at 3600 
arcseconds

Stereoacuity (arcsec)

Exact Nominal

16 -- 758 750

17 -- 585 600

18 -- 451 450

19 -- 348 350

20 -- 268 270

21 -- 207 200

22 -- 160 160

23 -- 123 120

24 -- 95 95

25 -- 73 75

26 -- 57 60

27 -- 44 45

28 -- 34 35

29 -- 26 25

30 -- 20 20

31 -- 15 15
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Move Controller
Select target

Trigger
Continue to next trial

Gamepad
Buttons select a target.

Not available for Stereoacuity

Hands CameraVR Controllers
Move the controller to control the pointer.

View
Move the pointer to select a 

target. One target will appear to 
float off the page. 

Incorrect Responses
With each incorrect response, 

the display will enlarge and the 
disparity will increase. Twelve 

reversals will end the test.

Correct Responses
With each correct response, the 

display will shrink and the 
disparity will reduce.
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Buttons
Select target
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Settings within Vivid Vision are displayed on the left-hand side of the clinical interface and can also be found by selecting the 
Settings tab on the clinical interface.

Tips: Volume, Gamepad Sensitivity, and Hand Camera options are always available on the left side of the interface. Change the 
patient’s language (if difference from the clinician language) with the Language menu.

7 SETTINGS
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All data collected by Vivid Vision can be viewed by selecting the 
Data tab in the clinical interface. Data can be sorted by specific 
game, activity, or test. The drop-down box allows data to be 
presented as a 30, 60, 90, 365, or 1000 day segment.

Tips: Data collected on patients active in Vivid Vision Home will 
also be displayed here. A house icon will be displayed on the left 
side of the activity to note that an activity was done by the patient 
in their Vivid Vision Home program.

Use the performance metrics to monitor a patient’s progress. 
Ninety (90) to 100% success means the task may be too easy 
with the chosen settings. Under 60% means the task may be too 
difficult with the chosen settings.

8 DATA
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Clinics interested in prescribing Vivid Vision Home as 
supplemental rehabilitation can click on the Home tab.

Once a license has been assigned, enter the patient’s (or parent’s 
/ guardian's) email address and click the Email Instructions 
button. Instructions will then be sent via email which review how 
to activate Vivid Vision Home on a mobile device or home VR 
setup.

The clinician selects Home therapy activities by clicking the 
+Activity button. Remove activities by clicking on the Trash can 
button. Activities can be arranged in a sequence by clicking the 
up or down arrows. 

Home therapy activities for a patient will progress from first to 
last as seen on clinical interface shown on the right of the 
interface. Manipulate individual game settings for Vivid Vision 
Home therapy within the Home tab by clicking the Customize 
arrow followed by the moving the Use customized settings slider 
to Yes. If the customization sider is set to Off, Home activities will 
use the same settings as the last time used in the clinic.   

After selecting and adjusting games, click the Save Treatment 
Plan button to send the treatment plan to the patient. Patients do 
not have the option to manipulate features within Vivid Vision.

9 VIVID VISION HOME
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For more information on Vivid Vision Home software and hardware options, please contact a Vivid Vision representative or your 
country’s Vivid Vision distributor.

Notes: 
● To set up your clinic’s home demonstration unit, please use the ID named Demo 
● A patient will be directed to seevividly.com/home in the activation email; here the patient will see the most up-to-date 

device list and set up their Vivid Vision Home account
● Localized copies of Vivid Vision Home instruction booklets are available on the website 
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In the rare occasion that a clinic needs to send a log of software data to Vivid Vision, there is an option within the Log tab to send 
this information. By selecting the Log tab followed by the Submit Log File button, an email will be sent directly to 
contact@seevividly.com. 
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The following pages provide a recommended set of steps to begin anti-suppression, strabismus, and vergence treatment 
using the Vivid Vision software. Therapy is directed at improving visual acuity while simultaneously improving motor and 

fusional abilities and stereopsis.

We recommend positive reinforcement and patient feedback at all stages of treatment. Vivid Vision is designed for patients 
to use while wearing their full habitual distance glasses prescription. The treating provider or therapist will be responsible for 

implementing and manipulating therapy, reviewing performance, and suspending treatment, if necessary.

11 TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
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Each anti-suppression game uses features of 
dichoptic image presentation, local contrast 
adjustment, occlusion/blur.

Anti-suppression features are best applied in the 
following order:

1. Enable Dichoptic Mode
2. Adjust the size of the in-game 

anti-suppression target
3. Adjust the Contrast Ratio slider
4. Adjust the Blur slider or the Occlusion 

slider

After confirming a patient is using both eyes 
together, slowly remove the anti-suppression 
features in the opposite order.

Not all steps may be necessary for every patient. 
Example: if suppression is broken after enabling 
Dichoptic Mode and maximum Ball Size, use of 
Contrast Ratio and the Occlusion or Blur slider is 
likely not necessary.

See an example case on the following page.

11 TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
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The patient to the right is amblyopic in his left 
eye, so the Dominant Eye is set to Right.

In the game Breaker, the clinician started by 
selecting the VR Controllers and set the difficulty 
to Easy. 

To begin anti-suppression therapy, the clinician 
enabled Dichoptic Mode. The patient was 
suppressing the left eye, so the next step was to 
maximize the in-game anti-suppression target - 
here the Ball Size. 

The patient was still suppressing, so the next 
adjustment was to maximize the Contrast Ratio 
slider.

The patient was still suppressing, so the final 
adjustment was to adjust the Blur slider. Blur of 
</= 50% is often adequate to break suppression 
even in deep amblyopic patients.

Every 1-2 minutes, the clinician should challenge 
the patient’s binocular system by slowly reducing 
the anti-suppression elements in reverse order. 
In this patient, the clinician will first slowly 
decrease the Blur slider, followed by the Contrast 
Ratio slider, and last the Ball Size slider as the 
patient continues to improve. 

11 TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
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If the patient also has a high tropia or phoria, the 
first step should now be application of virtual 
prism. In this example, the patient’s measured 
deviation was 20 prism diopters of esotropia. 

Anti-suppression features are applied in the 
same method as the refractive amblyopia patient 
in the previous example with one additional 
change. Along with reduction of anti-suppression 
features every 1-2 minutes to challenge the 
patient’s binocular system, the clinician should 
also reduce the virtual prism 0.5 - 1.0 or more 
prism diopters (depending on the patient’s 
ability) to challenge the patient’s motor and 
sensory fusion skills.

11 TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
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20/60 or Better with Stereopsis

Step 1:   Baseline

Start with Hoopie. Turn on Dichoptic Mode. The patient will see the hoop with the dominant eye and the marker (X or O) on the 
ball.  Increase the marker size until they are able to see it. If still suppressing, slowly increase the Contrast Ratio slider followed by 
the Blur slider until the patient reports simultaneous perception. Once the patient reports seeing both hoop and basketball (and 
marker), this will be the starting point to anti-suppression therapy in virtual reality.

Step 2:  Work on Suppression

Decrease Blur, Contrast Ratio, and finally Marker Size slowly so that the patient maintains simultaneous perception. Continue the 
activity for at least ten minutes. Later sessions may use other anti-suppression games. 

Step 3: Work on Stereopsis

Following anti-suppression treatment, switch to Bubbles to work stereopsis. Start with a large bubble size and easy Difficulty or 
high Disparity to make the activity easier. As the patient improves, slowly decrease disparity and eventually bubble Difficulty or 
Size.
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20/70 or Worse with Poor or no Stereoacuity

Step 1:   Baseline

Start with the same Step 1 as the mild refractive amblyopia protocol using Hoopie. If the patient is still suppressing, use Ring 
Runner. If still suppressing, slowly increase the Contrast Ratio slider followed by the Blur slider until the patient reports 
simultaneous perception. Once the patient reports seeing both hoop and basketball (and marker), this will be the starting point to 
anti-suppression therapy in virtual reality.

Step 2:  Work on Suppression

Decrease Blur, Contrast Ratio, and finally Marker Size slowly so that the patient maintains simultaneous perception. Continue the 
activity for at least ten minutes. Later sessions may use other anti-suppression games. 

Step 3: Work on Stereopsis

Following anti-suppression treatment, switch to Bubbles to work stereopsis. Start with a large bubble size and easy Difficulty or 
high Disparity to make the activity easier. As the patient improves, slowly decrease disparity and eventually bubble Difficulty or 
Size.
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Step 1:   Baseline

Enter the patient’s tropic posture value as measured in clinic into the prism slider bars manually.

Step 2:  Work on Suppression and Motor Fusion

Start Ring Runner at the patient’s angle of deviation in Dichoptic Mode. If the patient suppresses, take the same steps as 
recommended in the refractive amblyopia recommendations by increasing the size of the targets, then introducing Contrast Ratio 
slider, then Blur  until the patient reports Simultaneous Perception. If the patient reports double vision (two white rings), add or 
remove prism until the images are overlapped and the patient can maintain flat fusion.

Step 3: Work on Stereopsis

The patient may not be able to achieve stereopsis until he or she can align their eyes without the help of prism. Play Bubbles once 
they achieve this goal. Following anti-suppression treatment, switch to Bubbles to work stereopsis. Start with a large bubble size 
and easy Difficulty or high Disparity to make the activity easier. As the patient improves, slowly decrease disparity and eventually 
bubble Difficulty or Size.

Step 4:  Work on Fusion Ranges

Use the Step Vergence and Jump Duction activities or Barnyard Bounce game to work on the patient’s fusion ranges.
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Step 1:   Baseline

Enter the patient’s tropic posture value as measured in clinic into the prism slider bars manually.

Step 2:  Work on Suppression and Motor Fusion

Start Ring Runner at the patient’s angle of deviation in Dichoptic Mode. If the patient suppresses, take the same steps as 
recommended in the refractive amblyopia recommendations by increasing the size of the targets, then introducing Contrast Ratio 
slider, then Blur  until the patient reports Simultaneous Perception. If the patient reports double vision (two white rings), add or 
remove prism until the images are overlapped and the patient can maintain flat fusion.

Step 3: Work on Stereopsis

The patient may not be able to achieve stereopsis until he or she can align their eyes without the help of prism. Play Bubbles once 
they achieve this goal. Following anti-suppression treatment, switch to Bubbles to work stereopsis. Start with a large bubble size 
and easy Difficulty or high Disparity to make the activity easier. As the patient improves, slowly decrease disparity and eventually 
bubble Difficulty or Size.

Step 4:  Work on Fusion Ranges

Use the Step Vergence and Jump Duction activities or Barnyard Bounce game to work on the patient’s fusion ranges.
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Step 1:   Baseline

Have the patient play Hoopie, Ring Runner, or Breaker.  During gameplay, slowly add prism to work on convergence or divergence. 

Step 2:   Work on Fusion

The Step Vergence or Jump Duction activities or Barnyard Bounce game can also be used, which will afford a more automated 
process for manipulating prismatic demand.
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Thank You for Being a Vivid Vision Provider!

Technical Support 

We hope your Vivid Vision system is enjoyable and easy to setup and use. You may have some additional questions or 
concerns that were not expressed in this user manual. You can always contact us for any reason at support@seevividly.com.

Please do not hesitate to contact us by phone, at our toll-free USA number: 1-877-877-0310.  We try to provide the best 
technical support assistance available.  If Vivid Vision was purchased through a distributor, you can also contact them.

Patient Support

We strive to give your patients the best experience to get them to the next milestone.  If you have any patient related questions 
on customizing settings, please contact us through phone or email.

Vivid Vision, Inc.
    424 Treat Avenue, Unit B

                San Francisco, CA 94110
1-877-877-0310
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Advena Ltd. Tower Business Centre, 2nd Flr., Tower Street, Swatar, BKR 4013 Malta.
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